
Further Enhance  
Factory Floor Automation
Optimise Robot Productivity and Job Verification  
with New Machine Vision and Fixed Industrial Scanner Solutions  
from Zebra Technologies



As manufacturers increasingly look to realise the production efficiencies 

of true ‘lights out operations’, robots are doing more and more of the 

repetitive assembly line tasks. But who, or what, is keeping a close eye 

on what they’re doing? With input from supervisors, supported by smart 

assistive technology, it’s possible to further streamline manufacturing.

Optimise Robot Reliability, Improve Productivity
When it comes to automating factory floor environments, there’s no denying the 
capacity of robots to deliver remarkable improvements in efficiency, productivity 
and accuracy. And by implementing automated scanning systems alongside the 
programmed manufacturing processes handled by your robots, you can make an 
even bigger difference, improving both reliability and the quality and volume of 
throughput.

Of course, you’ll still need supervisors on every shift. But they can be freed to do 
more value-added tasks.

Versatile DPM Recognition and Quality Control Solution 
Innovative and automated Fixed Industrial Scanning and Machine Vision 
technology from Zebra Technologies provide trusted performance for the 
identification, measurment, tracking and inspection of items from production right 
through to distribution.

This advanced technology helps optimise robot productivity and tool, job or 
assembly verification by making quick work of code reads, basic checks, and more 
sophisticated visual inspections – all thanks to the easy dual capability of the smart 
cameras used within the system. 

Explore the Benefits of Powerful Upgradability
The solutions are designed to flex and grow with your business. This means 
there’s no need to buy new devices to get new functionality: you simply invest in 
a software license upgrade to instantly add the power of Machine Vision to 
your existing Fixed Industrial Scanners. 

And with powerful decoding algorithms (including DPM) that 
enable reliable code reading, impressive accuracy, 
dramatically improved efficiency and ultimate ease of 
use – across any factory floor environment.
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Take Advantage of a Cost-Efficient Future-Ready Platform
The efficiencies become immediately apparent as soon as you start to use a Fixed Industrial Scanner to read the 
code that’s laser marked, dot-peened or otherwise indelibly marked onto an end effector or specific tool, for example. 
An automated scan ensures a robot has seen and selected the right object as it approaches its tool station. By 
introducing Machine Vision capabilities to the system, this tool verification capability can also ensure the robot has 
picked up and attached the end effector or tool in the correct orientation.

In a similar way, a Fixed Industrial Scanning camera can undertake job verification by reading the DPM code on 
the side of any component to determine the exact actions required of the robot or assembly system handling 
currently handling it. Add in Machine Vision capabilities, and you can achieve efficient automated assembly 
verification and quality checking too.

With the quick and easy software upgrade, your existing system can be easily configured 
to compare images of assembled items – to enable dimension checks and basic 
contamination inspections, for example. The advanced capabilities of your 
smart cameras can also improve safety by conducting visual inspections of 
the spaces around assembly cells, for instance, to ensure they’re clear of 
obstructions, and handle basic sorting tasks by recognising items by colour or 
shape to determine where each needs to be moved to.
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Optimise 
manufacturing 
automation 

Increase efficiency

Decrease downtime

Streamline workflows

Improve accuracy

Reduce risk

Best-in-class DPM 
code reads

Tool, job and assembly 
verification

Visual inspections

Image comparison and 
sorting task

Fixed Industrial Scanner 
Functionality

Enhanced Machine Vision 
Capabilities

• Print and apply verification and 
data validation
• Label quality checks and 

application verification, 
to ensure print quality is 
monitored and labels are 
properly fixed before they 
become a problem.

• Code reading and best-in-class 
DPM recognition
• Reading of codes on the 

sides of:
• Products and tools
• Product containers
• Carriers
• Pallets
• Trolleys
• Stillages
• Carriages

• Tool checking – sign out and 
check in. 

• Job sheet reading for 
confirmation of required robot 
actions and sequence of 
operations

• Verification of item presence and 
alignment:
• Parts
• Components
• Tools

• Product inspection
• Measurement 
• Product counting
• Automated assembly verification:
• Tote/carrier inspections 
• Sorting tasks



Ease Scanner and Camera Management with Zebra Aurora™
Zebra Aurora is a single software platform to control your Fixed Industrial Scanners and Machine Vision smart 
cameras. Elegantly designed to provide a ‘consumer style’ interface, it removes much of the time and cost of running 
a network of devices across your locations – with several added benefits:

• ImagePerfect – Ensure you have the best image by capturing up to 16 images per event, while customising settings 
like exposure, illumination and more.

• Golden Image Compare – Quickly identify and resolve capture fails by comparing views to the ‘golden image’ that 
was captured during set-up. Images will appear side-by-side, enabling swift identification of the cause of the issue.

• Build Capabilities – Easily and quickly add (or configure) a wide range of tools and capabilities you need to your 
devices to get the job done, such as moving from scan to inspection, for example.1

• Connect Devices – nterface the devices with your systems, to set up and customise PLC communications or GPIO 
behaviours and define the key data you want to send out, for example. 

Take the Next Step
Following on from other landmark advances in manufacturing in recent years – from robotics to big data, real-time 
operational visibility, new materials, and more – Fixed Industrial Scanners and Machine Vision smart cameras present 
the next opportunity to secure significant efficiencies. These automated devices save time, help operatives work in 
more intuitive ways and safeguard the quality of your production line processes. 

1 Upgrade license fees may apply

ZEBRA and the stylized Zebra head are trademarks of Zebra Technologies Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. All other trademarks are the property of their 
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FS10   
Your Quick and 
Compact Solution

Just plug this small 

footprint Fixed Industrial 

Scanning smart camera 

into the USB port of a 

workstation, laptop, tablet 

or any other host device 

to capture barcode data.

FS40/VS40   
All-in-One Solution

Tailor this adaptable Fixed 

Industrial Scanning and 

Machine Vision device 

to your specific needs by 

choosing from flexible 

options that include 

standard and wide-angle 

field of view, liquid lens 

options, built in filters, 

and multiple illumination, 

power and connectivity 

options.

FS20/VS20  
Your Easily Integrated 
Solution 

Multiple connectivity 

options facilitate easy 

integration into your PLC 

or Host network, enabling 

primary Fixed Industrial 

Scanning and Machine 

Vision applications to 

feed all the processes that 

drive your business.

FS70/VS70  
Fully Customizable 
Solution

Address complex imaging 

needs and make even the 

most challenging code 

reads or inspections easy 

to capture. Customise 

your Fixed Industrial 

Scanning and Machine 

Vision application by 

choosing from four image 

sensors and a wide range 

of C-mount lenses and 

lighting options.

A Powerful Line-Up of Devices to Suit Your Applications

For more information about machine vision solutions visit
www.neffautomation.com/distributor-zebra-machine-vision

www.neffautomation.com
zebra@neffautomation.com


